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TO: Mayor Kelly and Members of Halifax Regional Council

SUBMITTED BY:
Dan English, Chief Administrative Officer

Wayne Anstey, Deputy Chief Administrative Officer - Operations
Officer

DATE: April 12, 2010

SUBJECT: Heritage Gas Municipal Operating Access Agreement

ORIGIN

This report originates as a result of the expiry of the Municipal Operating Access Agreement with
Heritage Gas, on the 31  day of December 2009, and subsequently, by mutual agreement, extendingst

that Agreement to April 30, 2010, to finalize negotiations and process the new Agreement.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that Halifax Regional Council approve the execution of the Municipal Operating
Access Agreement with Heritage Gas, attached as Appendix “A”.
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BACKGROUND

On April 26, 2005,  Halifax Regional Council approved the execution of the first Municipal
Operating Access Agreement (MOAA) with Heritage Gas. This followed an interim agreement
which was in place since November 18, 2003.  The MOAA expired on December 31, 2009. At the
commencement of the initial MOAA, Heritage Gas had installed a total of 27 km of gas line in
HRM. Over the past five years, Heritage Gas has expanded its gas infrastructure to include the
Halifax Peninsula. In 2010, Heritage Gas plans to expand infrastructure to Fairview, Clayton Park,
Bayer’s Lake and Bedford (West and South). As of the end of 2009, Heritage Gas total system length
has grown to 177km.

DISCUSSION

To facilitate the continued expansion of the Heritage Gas distribution system within the Halifax
Regional Municipality’s streets,  a new MOAA is necessary. As a result, negotiations between
Heritage Gas and HRM commenced in September 2009, and concluded in March 2010. Letters
extending the existing MOAA to the end of April 2010, are attached as Appendix “B”.  The
proposed agreement is attached as Appendix “A”.

The MOAA covers operational matters only. Business issues are covered by the Development
Agreement with Heritage Gas approved by Regional Council on October 26, 2004. Taxation is in
accordance with provincial legislation, the Natural Gas Distribution Taxation Act. 

The issues covered by the MOAA include design, construction, permitting, damage to municipal
property, record information, relocation, and liability. The main differences from the initial MOAA
include:

< The term of this Agreement has been reduced from five years to three years, with a one
time option for a two year renewal at the end of year two of the Agreement.

< Newly paved street cuts provisions have been changed to reflect recent changes to the
Streets By-law S-300. The moratorium provision of the Streets By-law prohibits street
cuts on streets that have been paved within the previous two years. In addition, the
MOAA articulates exceptions to the pavement moratorium which could include  “A new
development or no-heat situation”.

< References to “future settlement charge” has been replaced with “pavement impact
charge” to reflect recent streets By-law S-300 amendments.

< The “Permits” Clause has added a section to articulate service level performance by
including a Business Process Map which identifies duties/responsibilities of a permit
applicant, utilities, HRM Right of Way department and other impacted HRM
departments. The process map also identifies service level expectations including
response times for both Heritage Gas and HRM. 

< The “Municipal Gas Engineering Team” approach to review and approval of Heritage
Gas’ construction projects is replaced with a Permit Fee Schedule, as identified in
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Attachment “A” of the MOAA. This schedule will identify fees necessary to recover
Administrative, Engineering and Inspection costs associated with processing  permits of
differing degrees of difficulty.

< With respect to managing HRM trees, the agreement has added a provision which
includes privately owned trees which are impacted by the installation of Heritage Gas
infrastructure in the HRM right of way.

< The annual review of the Emergency Measures gas response program requirement has
been modified to require Heritage Gas to submit its Emergency Management program
to the Municipality’s Emergency Management representative for  review and action, as
necessary.

< Responsibility for submission of record drawings “compatible with the Municipality’s
corporate geographic information system (GIS) and in the format directed by the
Municipality’s GIS Manager” has been modified to reference the HRM Municipal
Design Guideline which captures the detail of record drawing requirements.

< With the expanded Record Drawing requirements included in the Municipal Design
Guideline, Section 2 of Clause 11 - “Record Information and GIS” relating to “Heritage
Gas and HRM participating in “ a program of  has been restated to clarify that Heritage
Gas shall retain ownership of any “topographic surveys and base mapping drawings
prepared by Heritage Gas” other than the data included with record drawings.

< The Locate Requirement Clause of the MOAA has been modified to include a section
which states that HRM will proactively promote Call Before You Dig and excavation
safety within municipal departments and third parties working in the street. 

< The Relocations Clause was modified to allow for 120 days to respond to a notice for
relocation of infrastructure. In addition, HRM and Heritage Gas agreed that it was
prudent to remove any reference to the Municipality  “taking measures... with respect to
the Gas Distribution System”.

< A “Telecommunication Conduits” clause has been added to explore the potential value
of the Municipality installing telecommunications conduits in a common trench with gas
mains. Heritage Gas and HRM agree to undertake a demonstration project within two
years of the signing of the Agreement, the objective of which will be to “establish design
standards, technical and construction parameters, capital costs and financial feasibility”
of a municipally owned buried conduit system. 

< The Liability Clause, Clause 17 was modified to define HRM gross negligence to include
neglecting “to request locate information as required by the Regulations made pursuant
to the Pipeline Act.

< A new Clause titled “Agreement Interpretation” was added to provide for an
interpretation resolution procedure, which was agreed shall be “through arbitration
pursuant to the terms of the Commercial Arbitration Act”.
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BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
The Street and Services Permit Fee schedule shall replace the existing recovery of HRM
administration, Engineering and Inspection costs which have been charged directly to Heritage Gas
quarterly. The quarterly costs reflect actual hours charged to permit applications. Therefore, there
is a direct co-relation to the level of capital program Heritage Gas undertakes annually, and the
complexity of projects.

The new fee schedule reflects anticipated changes to the Streets By-law, which reflect full cost
recovery for services provided by the Municipality.  Staff’s belief is that the new fee schedule is cost
neutral. It is anticipated that there will be an increase in revenue in 2010 due to an increased scope
of work. 

The MOAA fee schedule reflects anticipated additional Street and Services fee changes which will
capture administration, engineering and inspection cost recovery. If applied to the fee schedule to
past years, there would be, on average, about a 10% reduction in fees collected. However, with
anticipated expanded application of fees to include Halifax Water and other utilities operating in the
Municipal right of way, we now expect to fully recover all associated costs. 

On average the recoveries from Heritage Gas since 2006 have been approximatley $156,000 per
year.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT POLICIES / BUSINESS PLAN

This report complies with the Municipality’s Multi-Year Financial Strategy, the approved Operating,
Capital and Reserve budgets, policies and procedures regarding withdrawals from the utilization of
Capital and Operating reserves, as well as any relevant legislation. 

ALTERNATIVES

There are no recommended alternatives.

ATTACHMENTS

1. Appendix A - Heritage Gas/Halifax Regional Municipality Municipal Operating Access
Agreement

2. Appendix B - Letters of MOAA Extension
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A copy of this report can be obtained online at http://www.halifax.ca/council/agendasc/cagenda.html then choose the

appropriate meeting date, or by contacting the Office of the Municipal Clerk at 490-4210, or Fax 490-4208.

Report Prepared by: Angus Doyle, P.Eng., Manager, Utilities Coordination, 490-5019

Report Approved by: ____________________________________________________________

Taso Koutroulakis, P.Eng., A/Manager, Traffic & Right of Way, 490-4816

Financial  Approval by: ___________________________________________________

Cathie O’Toole, CGA, Director of Finance, 490-6308

                                                                            

Report Approved by: ______________________________________________________________

Ken Reashor, P.Eng., A/Director, Transportation and Public Works, 490-4855

http://www.halifax.ca/council/agendasc/cagenda.html
http://www.halifax.ca/council/agendasc/cagenda.html

































